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FreeMe is a fast, efficient and secure way to approve documents
electronically, enabling your Trust to address potential bottlenecks
in the approval process and dramatically decrease the time required
to approve documents. With FreeMe, clinicians can work on the
move, and your Trust can gain significant performance improvements
over traditional approval processes.

clinician can add notes for the secretary. These
notes are attached to the dictation for review in
the BigHand for Healthcare desktop client.

FreeMe broadens the range of your Trust’s
BigHand installation by enabling clinicians to
review and approve documents away from their
desks. FreeMe provides similar functionality to
the Document Console in the BigHand for
Healthcare desktop client, but with the added
benefit of allowing users to work remotely.

FreeMe adheres to IG requirements, making it
NHS-ready. All documents displayed by FreeMe
are encrypted and files are removed when the
app is closed. Access to documents is regulated
by BigHand's robust system of access control,
and communication between the device and the
server is secured with SSL encryption.

Getting documents approved can be a very time-
consuming process for clinicians. Using FreeMe,
clinicians can now review and action documents
quickly from a unified, streamlined interface.

The key design focus was to make it as easy
as possible for clinicians to approve documents,
with as little as a single tap.

Upon login, a clinician is presented with a
list of all dictations with documents that require
approval. The clinician can preview documents

in common formats (Microsoft Word, rich text
and plain text), quickly navigate between items,
and effortlessly approve or reject them, or
choose other steps in an advanced workflow.

When the clinician actions a document,
FreeMe automatically opens the next item that is
awaiting approval. If a document is rejected, the
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